1711 - Striped shirt in six colors in Mayflower 1 class.
Size:

S

(M)

L

(XL)

XXL

(XXXL)

Chest measurement in cm:
Length in cm:
Color 1: 2001, White, balls:
Color 2: 2028, Light purple,
balls:
Color 3: 2015, Red, balls:
Color 4: 2006, Pink, balls:
Color 5: 2021, Yellow, balls:
Color 6: 2023, Dark green,
balls:
Needles:
Circular needles (40 and 60
cm):
Double pointed needles:
Quality:
Gauge:
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US 2/UK 11 (3 mm)
US 2/UK 11 (3 mm)

US 2/UK 11 (3 mm)
1 class. 75 % Wool Super wash, 25 % Nylon, 210 m pr. 50 gram.
Horizontal: 26 sts = 10 cm. Vertical: 28 rows =10 cm

To get the best result, we recommend using Knit Pro needles, which is the professional tool for
knitting and crocheting.
It is a good idea to read through the pattern before you start knitting, just like it is a good idea to knit a
practice swatch and wet block it.
The shirt is knitted in stockinette with ribbing edges. The stripes measure 7 cm. Applies to all sizes.
The last stripe by the neck is not necessarily full length.
The color changes are like the numbers in the table above suggests.
It is a good idea to knit the first sts at a color change with both colors (the finishing and the new color). This
gives a more gradual transition.
Procedure.
Back and front.
1: Cast on 234(260)286(312)338(364) sts on 60 cm circular needles US 2/UK 11. Knit 7 cm ribbing, knit 1,
purl 1, with color 1 no. 2001.
2: Change to color 2 no. 2028 and knit stockinette, while on the 1st rnd increasing 26 sts evenly spread.
Applies to all sizes.
3: Then change colors as the numbers show until the entire work measures 44(45)46(47)48(49) cm.
4: Split the work into back and front in 2 equally sized pieces. NB! The color changes should be in one side
with the armhole above.
Back.
1: Then knit back and forth in stockinette
continuing the stripes. When the armhole
measures 19(20) 21(22)23(24) cm fasten off for
shoulder in each side for
3x8(3x9)3x10(3x11(3x12)3x13) sts (start from the
armhole). Now fasten off for the neck the middle
46(49)52(55)58(61) sts, finish each side apart.
2: Fasten off towards the neck 1x2 sts, applies to
all sizes. At the same time fasten off for the
shoulder 2x8 (2x9)2x10(2x11)2x12(2x13) sts.
3: Knit the other side mirrored.
Front.
1: Knit like the back until the armhole measures
14(15)16(17)18(19) cm, from here fasten off the

middle 30(33)36(39)42(45) sts and finish each
side apart.
2: Fasten off towards the neck 2x3 and 4x1 sts.
Applies to all sizes.
3: When the armhole has the same length as on
the back, fasten off for the shoulder
5x8(5x9)5x10(5x11) 5x12(5x13) sts.
4: Knit the other side mirrored.
Sleeves.
1: Cast on 46(48)50(54)56(58) sts on double
pointed needles US 2/UK 11 and knit 7 cm ribbing
knit 1 purl 1 with color 1 no. 2001.
2: Change to color no. 2027, knit stockinette while
on the 1st round increasing to the double amount
of sts; so 92(96)100(108)112(116) sts.

3: Knit stripes as described and increase 1 sts in
the beginning and end of every 20th rnd until you
have 106(110)114 (122)126(130) sts.
4: Since it is best to end with a finished stripe,
fasten off when you have the desired length.
5: Knit another sleeve matching.
Seaming.
1: Sew the shoulder hems.
2: Sew on the sleeves.
3: On 40 cm circular needles US 2/UK 11 with the
same color as the last stripe in the shirt, knit

126(130)134(138)142 (146) sts up in the neck;
knit 8 cm ribbing, knit 1,
Purl 1. Fasten off loosely.
4: Fold and sew the neckband to the wrong side.
5: Weave in the ends and wet block the shirt.

